PARTY BIRDS

Looking for a party pal who’s a real HOOT? These adorable Party Birds are sure to stay by your side. This is a great craft that is simple and requires only a few specialty art supplies for your little one to complete.

SUPPLY LIST

- Paper Towel Roll
- Construction Paper
- Markers
- Feathers
- Clear Tape
- One-Hole Punch
- Pipe Cleaner

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Start by cutting the paper towel roll down to the desired size for your Party Bird.
2. Wrap the paper towel roll in construction paper and secure with clear tape. We used white for our owl and blue for our peacock.
3. Decide what type of eyes and beak your Party Bird should have and then use construction paper to create and tape onto the covered roll.
4. Decorate your party bird using markers and then place feathers for wings and head piece.
5. Punch holes on both sides of the paper towel roll using a one-hole punch and thread through a pipe cleaner.
6. Wrap the pipe cleaner around your wrist and secure by twisting the bottom of the pipe cleaner. And ta da! Now you have a perching Party Bird.

For more Feature Activities, visit the Kids section of our website at www.childrensmuseum.com.